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Figure 3.24 shows the baro instruments layout for a modern airliner. The 
classic sensors with barometric capsule were replaced by pressure 
transducers, which convert the pressure into digital values delivered on 
the aircraft data bus. The Air Data Computer (ADC) or the Air Data 
Reference System (ADRS) is a computer dedicated to perform all the 
calculations needed, according to the algorithm presented in Figure 3.25.  
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In the ADC logic diagram, one can recognize the formulas presented in this 
chapter and used in Numerical close-up 3.4, which are encoded in the 
software of the ADC.  

The importance of the baro instruments can be visualised also in Figure 
3.26. A typical modern airliner has no less than 3 ADRSs and a separate 
back-up baro instrument system. In this Airbus A330/A340 example, there 
are 3 Pitot probes, and 3 static vents on each port of the fuselage. The 
only sensors which are only doubled are the sensors which very rarely 
default: TAT probes and AOA (Angle of Attack) sensors. 
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As seen in Figure 3.26, usually the Captain sees the baro paramteres of 
ADRS 1 and the First Officer ADRS 2. ADRS 3 can replace either of the 
former in case of doubt. During the take-off roll, the two pilots perform a 
cross-check between the IAS on display on ADRS 1 and 2, but if a problem 
occurs during flight (flight data parameters asymmetry, as reported for 
instance in Aeroperu 603 case), ADRS 3 may be accessed on the PFD 
screen. The standby set is usually a more classical baro instruments set, 
just in case everything else fails, including the EFIS screens themselves. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.27 illustrates the state of the art in barometric sensors. The 
Airbus A350 looks like a gigantic cat, sniffing with its whiskers: 5 static 
vents (2 classic static plus 3 integrated in multi-function sensors); 4 Pitot 
probes (one classic), 4 AOA sensors (one classic), 2 TAT probes, 3 sideslip 
angle vanes. Also there are 2 icing detectors. Functional redundancy has 
never been higher.   
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IAS and TAS are vectors, and their orientation is defined by two angles:  
or AOA, in the vertical plane of the aircraft, and  or sideslip angle, in the 
horizontal plane (Figure 3.28). The angle of attack is the second most 
important flight parameter after the Indicated Air Speed, because both 
aerodynamic coefficients, CL and CD are functions of . It is a safety critical 
flight parameter.  

 

 

 

The lift force has a peculiar dependence of . It increases strongly with  
until a value called CRIT, around 12° depending on the type of wing. When 
 goes beyond this value, the lift force plummets, and the aircraft enters a 
dangerous state called stall (see AFR 447 for an example). That is why, 
measuring  is essential, firstly to trigger a warning when  approaches 
CRIT. The stall warning system does this (Figure 3.29), and instead of 
indicating a value on a screen, it activates the stick shaker or the stick 


